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Opener

1. On Set 11, some of you arranged your first layer of bowling balls in Pack it up, pack it in, let me
begin . . .a square grid, and some of you used a triangular grid.

a. Imagine a large pile of spheres in both arrangements. Which do
you think is more densely packed?

b. Picture an interior sphere in each large pile. What other spheres
does this interior sphere touch? How many other spheres does
it touch? This is a fancy problem,

Iggy. Who is this singer that
seems to be part of every
popular song these days?
The singer’s name is “feat.”
but sometimes goes by “f.”
Really popular.

c. Use a single Zome ball to represent the center of one of the
spheres, then connect it using green rods to other Zome balls,
to model how the spheres touch each other. If you are at
an odd-numbered table, build a model for the square-based
arrangement. If you are at an even-numbered table, build a
model for the triangular-based arrangement. To get the correct
angles, you’ll need to experiment with how you put the green
rod into the Zome ball.

d. After everyone at your table signs off that your model is
correct, we’ll exchange it for compare with your neighbors
who examined the other case. What do you notice? Wait what?? Solve for X: Turn down for

X.

Important Stuff

2. On a handout is an interesting tessellation using only Some of these triangles are
going down: they’re yelling
Timber. Others are swiping
left and right: they’re using
Tinder.

squares and equilateral triangles.
a. Draw the Voronoi diagram for this tiling.
b. Turn this tiling into a penny packing arrangement.
c. Use the Voronoi diagram to calculate the percentage

of the plane covered by pennies.
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3. Create a Voronoi diagram for this tessellation, thinking The eight tessellations that
we have seen over the last
three sets have all been
semiregular tessellations. A
semiregular tessellation has
to involve convex regular
polygons placed edge-to-
edge with no overlaps or
gaps, in which the pattern
of polygons at each vertex
is the same.

of each vertex in this tessellation as a 7-11. Color away!

4. Here’s another tessellation! Color away. We’re up all night ’til the sun
... We’re up all night to write
some ... We’re up all night
to write problems. We’re up
all night to write problems.

5. Using the sphere packing Zome model that you built
in Problem 1, envision the 3D Voronoi diagram corre-
sponding to 7-11s at the centers of each sphere. Describe,
using spoken word, song, video, dance, multimedia, and
other forms of entertainment, what one of the Voronoi
cells looks like.

Unimportant Stuff

6. Of the 6000 pennies in the room on Monday, how many You load 6000 pennies, and
what do you get? Another
day older and still unable
to afford a trip to Whole
Foods.

will be successfully returned to the bank today?
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Kinda Neat Stuff

7. An infinite pile of spheres in the style of Problem 1 will
fill about 74% of space. Prove this.

8. A sphere can be drawn inside a rhombic dodecahedron
(the shape from Set 13). What percentage of the rhombic
dodecahedron is contained within the largest possible
sphere?

9. We’ve been stacking bowling balls by adding layers
of bowling balls on top of the “dimples” of the layer
below. If you use a triangular grid for your layers, there
are actually two different sets of dimples that you can
use when adding each new layer. How do these choices
affect the structure of the packing? Percent of space that
is filled?

10. What is the minimum number of colors that you need
when coloring in your Voronoi diagrams so that regions
sharing an edge have different colors? Is there a way to
predict the minimum number of colors required just by
looking at the tessellation?

Your Stuff

These problems are roughly ordered by their chronomolo- Your “jokes” are in plain text.
Ours are italicized.molocical order in the course. Problem numbers tell you who

to blame.

T5. A sequence begins 1, 1, 2 . . . then each term is the sum of
the three previous terms. Ah, the well-known Tribbiani

sequence.a. Compute the next six terms.
b. What do you notice about the sequence?
c. Does the ratio of consecutive terms converge? If so,

to what? IF SO TO WHAT!!

d. Investigate some other starting triples.

T3. In am-by-n rectangle, how many times does the laser Nobody puts laser in a
corner!bounce before it hits a corner? What relationships exist

between the number of squares crossed and the number
of bounces? What relationships exist between lattice lines
crossed and bounces?
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T2. Cyclops and a villain are battling it out in a rectangular Come on, we all know
Cyclops can’t defeat any
villians by himself.

m-by-n room with mirrors on the walls. The villain is
standing in an unknown location along the perimeter of
the room at a lattice point, but not in a corner. Cyclops is
standing at the lower left corner of the room and he can
fire his laser at a 45◦ angle (slope of 1). How big should
the room be to optimize Cyclops’ chances of hitting the
villain with the laser?

T4. Bowen has designed a laser pinball machine of dimen- How do you think he does
it? I don’t know. Ever since
he was a young boy, Bowen
played the silver ball.

sions 7-by-11. The laser will bounce off walls as usual.
Where can he strategically place a 2-by-1 bumper, verti-
cally or horizontally, so that the laser starts at the bottom
left and exits at the top left? Bowen answered this

question in his Reddit AMA
last fall.T7. Given a regular polygon, you can draw a circle inside it,

and you can draw a circle outside it. There are lots of circles like
this, but most don’t touch all
the sides!a. For an equilateral triangle, find the ratio between

the area of the outside circle and the inside circle.
b. Then a square!
c. Then a regular hexagon!
d. Then a regular pentagon!
e. What happens to this ratio as the number of sides

increases?

T1. a. What proportion of the infinite extension of the High Apparently some of you
had a bit too much at
High West since there were
conflicting accounts about
the bathroom floor tile.

West bathroom floor below is white tile? Black tile?

b. If you drew the largest possible circle inside each
white tile, what proportion of the floor would be
covered by circles?

c. The floor is actually a Voronoi diagram where the
black tiles are the regions where a High West is
closest and the white tiles are where a 711 is closest.
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Make a map of the High Wests and 711s. Is yours the
only possible map?

T11. Lebron is returning to his hometown 7-11 to pick up 23
orders of potato salad for a party. Sadly, he only got 6. PER stands for Potato

Effeciency Rating. Lebron’s
VOP is also off the charts,
that’s his Vinegar On Potato
measure.

Cleveland’s layout of 7-11s are darts and kites, but
they ignore the matching rules, so it’s really a big pile
of parallelograms. Draw the Voronoi diagram so that
Lebron can maximize his PER.

T12. a. Tina and Tracey love Target. Draw the Voronoi The only thing they love
more is the combination
Pizza Hut and Taco Bell.

diagram.

= Target = Target with Starbucks
b. Meghan and Ray want to come shopping too, but Won’t it just be the same?

Everything has a Starbucks
attached.

they’ll only go if there is a Starbucks attached. Draw
the Voronoi diagram.

T9. Consider a cylindrical Slurpee cup. The radius of the
cup is three times the radius of available spherical ice
cubes, and the height of the cup equals its diameter. This is a noice problem, by

which we mean Slurpees
should have no ice added
to them.

The cup is filled with the maximum possible number
of spherical ice cubes. What percentage of the cup can
still be filled with Slurpee even with these disgusting ice
cubes everywhere? How many ice cubes are

there in a Slurpφ?

T8. For each vertex of a regular tetrahedron, describe the
region of the tetrahedron that is closest to the vertex.
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T10. We have seen many types of tessellations using regular
polygons. Suppose you take a tessellation and build its
Voronoi diagram. Then, do the Voronoi of that, using its
vertices as the basis. Yo dawg I heard you like

Voronoi diagrams so we put
a Voronoi diagram inside
your Voronoi diagram so
you can Voronoi while you
Voronoi!

a. What do you get? Do you ever get the same tessella-
tion you started with? If so, when?

b. Are there any tessellations that are the same after
(Voronoi)n where n > 3?

Tough Stuff

0. For the Tribbiani sequence in Problem T5, find a set of
nonzero starting numbers that do not converge to the
targeted common ratio.

No More Stuff∞. Thanks. We hope you had a Voronois time at PCMI. See
you again soon.
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